We i n vestigate the interaction of congestion control with the partitioning of source information into components of varying importance for variable bit rate packet voice and packet video. High priority transport for the more important signal components results in substantially increased objective service quality. Using a Markov c hain voice source model with simple PCM speech encoding and a priority queue, simulation results show a signal-to-noise ratio improvement o f 4 5 d B w i t h t wo priorities over an unprioritized system. Performance is sensitive to the fraction of tra c placed in each p r i o r i t y, and the optimal partition depends on network loss conditions. When this partition is optimized dynamically, quality degrades gracefully over a wide range of load values. Results with DCT encoded speech and video samples show similar behavior. Variations are investigated such as further partition of low priority information into multiple priorities. A simulation with delay added to represent other network nodes shows general insensitivity t o d e l a y o f n e t work feedback information. A comparison is made between dropping packets on bu er over ow and timeout based on service requirements.
INTRODUCTION
Real time services such a s v oice and video have traditionally been coded for constant rate transport on circuit switched networks. This satis es the requirement f o r l o w delay and low delay v ariance, but compromises quality and e ciency 1] since voice and video are fundamentally variable rate sources. Packet switched networks work well for bursty data services, providing e cient operation through statistical multiplexing. This introduces variable delay and possible congestion loss, to which data services tend to be tolerant. The emerging solution for multi-service networks (i.e. BISDN, a.k.a. ATM) provides packet transport at a low l e v el, allowing for statistical multiplexing to accommodate data services. For real-time services, circuit emulation is provided over the packet transport with peak allocation and xed delay. S e v eral scheduling and tra c control techniques have been proposed which permit this type of solution 2, 3, 4, 5] .
In this paper, we consider the use of statistical multiplexing for real-time services. Each source is allocated bandwidth less than its peak requirement, which s a ves cost by increasing network utilization, but results in non-zero probability of loss. While for data, any l o s t p a c ket must be recovered by retransmission, voice and video cannot wait for replacement of errored packets. They can tolerate some loss however, especially if losses can be restricted to less important signal components. This works because voice and video services have the property that all bits are n o t e qual, unlike d a t a where bits are indistinguishable. It thus becomes useful to devise coding schemes that separate signal components by signi cance for prioritized transport. Such channel coding may be done in tandem with source c oding which p r o vides information compression. Statistical multiplexing works for data because of delay tolerance, and for real-time services because of loss tolerance.
For packet video, where a large bandwidth allocation (per user) is required, statistical channel sharing has been advocated 6], and may be necessary to make broadband video services economically viable. The provision of services on wide area networks is complicated by the signi cant c o s t of facilities. Unlike a local area data network, the design must include e cient use of bandwidth. Fiber optic transmission systems provide cheap bandwidth for present services and tra c requirements, but there is strong economic pressure to add new services, such as video, which will again make bandwidth a dear commodity. It then becomes attractive to expend some extra cost for more complex switching and control in return for a larger savings due to bandwidth e ciency.
The partition of information into two priorities introduces a new parameter, , which i s t h e fraction of tra c given high priority 7 ] . We use simple simulation models of an aggregate source and priority queue to show that a) the use of priority has a dramatic e ect on the performance of real-time services, and b) that performance is quite sensitive to the value of the priority partition parameter, . W e nd that for a given statistically multiplexed load, where there is a positive l o s s rate, an optimal choice of exists and its value depends strongly on the loss conditions. We also investigate a system where is dynamically controlled by n e t work feedback. This is shown to yield superior performance.
Joint Source/Channel Coding
The idea that a source uses multiple network priorities for a single service may be understood from the point of view of signal processing. The separation principle of information theory 8] states that source and channel coding can be designed independently under certain idealized circumstances. In practice, however, it will often be advantageous to code for the source and channel jointly.
Multiresolution signal processing is a technique of successive approximations to a signal 9].
An ordered set of sub-signals may b e d e r i v ed such that the rst is a coarse approximation, and addition of subsequent components increases quality with decreasing marginal improvement. Techniques such as sub-band, pyramid, and transform coding 10, 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 ] i n volve m ultiresolution decomposition. These are typically used for bandwidth reduction (source coding) because higher order components or coe cients have l o wer variance and may be compressed by e n tropy coding. This lower variance also means these components contribute less to the signal in a mean squared error sense. Therefore by using lower priority and concentrating losses on these sub-signals, a channel coding procedure is created that is well matched to the source coding. (Also, the signal quality may be further protected via use of more powerful error correcting codes on the high priority components.) In packet video, such joint source/channel coding has been used 14, 1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7 ] , and is sometimes called hierarchical, embedded or layered coding. Recursive c o d i n g s c hemes such as DPCM, although e ective for compression, are less amenable to multiresolution decomposition. DPCM can be modi ed to be multiresolution compatible with some loss of performance due to suboptimal prediction 18], however the quality m a y be sensitive to even a slight high priority p a c ket loss rate.
In general, joint source/channel coding includes any adaptation of the coding procedure to measured or anticipated network conditions. This re ects the fact that the coding method which yields highest quality will change depending on available resources. To demonstrate this property, we c hoose a simple one-parameter code, but a more complex dependence of the coding algorithm on the network is also possible.
Related Work
Much queueing theoretic work has been published recently 19, 2 0 , 2 1 , 22, 23, 24] showing that packet voice is signi cantly more bursty and ill-behaved than Poisson sources. The queueing analysis is also more di cult, and e orts have b e e n m a d e t o s h o w where simpler models may b e u s e d e ectively 25, 26, 27] . These analyses tend to measure performance in terms of expected delay o r probability of loss by o ver owing a nite, FIFO bu er. A rich theory exists for these performance measures mainly because they are appropriate for evaluating data networks or arrival of voice calls to a circuit switch. For packet voice and video, however, we m ust be concerned with the tail distribution of delay rather than expectation, and loss should occur through timeout rather than bu er over ow. Furthermore, since subjective quality depends strongly on what information is lost, it is incumbent upon the performance analyst to use objective measures which di erentiate among signal components, rather than simple packet delay or loss statistics.
Some work has included more innovative models which t a k e a d v antage of the multiresolution characteristic of voice by dropping low order bits in response to congestion 27]. In other studies, voice is coded and prioritized to yield smooth degradation with loss 28, 29] , or the xed delay constraint is explicitly included 30]. Only very preliminary analytic modeling of variable rate video sources has been done to date 31, 3 2 , 33, 34], because of both the complexity of the output process, and the large variety of coding methods.
Our work derives mainly from that of Yin 7, 3 5 , 3 6 ] , w h i c h shows that priorities can be used advantageously for packet voice services. He shows several techniques for separating the voice signal into two priorities, and for controlling the loss of low priority packets during periods of congestion. We expand on this rst by using signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the performance measure 37, 38] second, by examining the optimization of in detail and third by experimenting with real voice and video samples. SNR is meaningful for real-time services because it accounts for the variable signi cance of signal components in a way that is consistent w i t h h uman perception. It also combines loss rates of di erent components into a single metric. We study this system by simulation, and so are free to use packet timeout as a loss mechanism. This is more natural to the services, and would be very di cult to pursue using Markov queueing analysis.
The outline of the paper is as follows: The next section describes the source and queue models, followed by a d e v elopment of the SNR performance measure in Section 3. The main simulation results are given in Section 4, for xed and dynamically variable values of . In Section 5 we describe variations on this theme including multiple priority l e v els and network feedback-path delay. Examples using real voice and video samples are given in Section 6. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Source Model and Coding
We construct a simple system which includes a variable rate source model and a priority queueing discipline. The Markov c hain shown in Fig. 1 has been widely used to model an aggregation of packet voice sources with silence suppression 39], and may be used to capture the basic behavior of packet video 31]. The Markov process, n(t), is the number of sources active at time t, out of N sources in the system. For each s p e a k er, the alternating periods of activity and silence are exponentially distributed with average durations of 1= and 1= , respectively. This gives the state transition rates from any s t a t e n as (N ; n) toward state n + 1 a n d n toward state n ; 1. The state N C corresponds to the number of active sources which can be transported without loss on the given channel capacity, C. The states n : n N C are thus underload states while n : n > N C are overload states.
Each source produces periodic samples of b bits. The samples are divided into two parts which are packetized separately forming two l e v els of packet priority. The most signi cant b bits are placed into high priority packets and the remaining (1 ; )b bits into low priority packets. (Note, for this kind of coding, is restricted to the values k=b, k 2 f 0 1 : : : b g.) This prioritization uses the PCM sample as a natural multiresolution signal 40]. Since packets are assumed to be of xed length, the time to generate high and low priority p a c kets will depend on . High and low order parts of a sample may be transmitted at slightly di erent times, especially for values of near zero or one. Each p a c ket is assumed to carry the value of used so the samples can be properly decoded, and a eld indicating the beginning, middle or end of an active period. This allows a processor at a queueing point inside the network to track the number of active sources, n(t), which are routed through that point. Alternatively, n(t) can be estimated by measuring the number of packets received in one inter-packet time interval. 
Queueing Discipline and Loss Mechanism
The network is modeled in Fig. 2 as a single-hop, two-priority queue. Note that the individual sources which m a k e up the aggregate process n(t), are not necessarily co-located. Active sources contribute packets to the priority queue with independent phases. The server is work conserving, and serves xed length packets periodically. Priority is non-preemptive (i.e. a low priority packet in service is not interrupted for an arriving high priority p a c ket). The channel capacity, C, i s su cient for no more than N C sources, without loss. The queue has the property that within each priority, packets retain their order, but across priorities they do not. Reordering at the receiver is not a complicated problem. Arriving packets are stored in FIFO queues by priority, and at the time a sample is to be reconstructed, its components are either at the head of line in each queue, or are too late and will be discarded upon arrival. No sorting is necessary.
We use a single-hop network model to capture the basic characteristics of interest. A multiple hop network will have more complex behavior, and it becomes both harder to simulate and more di cult to interpret the results. If congestion is rare, the probability that packets from a given source encounter two congested nodes is much less than that of encountering one congested point. Short queueing delays at non-congested nodes and propagation time can be modeled as a constant added delay (see section 4.2). Also, in a prioritized system, the second congested node encountered has a smaller e ect than the rst one. At the second congestion point, any undamaged connections in the cross-tra c will lose their low priority p a c kets before any high priority tra c is discarded.
For a real-time service, it is important that the packet loss mechanism be modeled appropriately. The time between coding voice or video information at the source and reconstruction at the destination is xed, and represents the useful lifetime for each p a c ket (denoted t L ). Packets delayed longer than t L will be discarded by the destination, so they might a s w ell be discarded by the network using a lifetime enforcement m e c hanism. In most queueing analyses, loss measurements are derived from the probability o f o ver owing a nite bu er. The timeout loss mode can be assumed to dominate over the bu er over ow loss mode because bu ers with delays exceeding t L can be easily constructed. Even for a large system with N C = 2 0 0 , b = 12 (other parameters are given below i n T able 1), the bu er space needed to ensure timeout before bu er over ow ( 2 4 0 kBytes) would easily t on one chip. This mechanism bene ts network congestion control because it ensures that out-of-date information is not transported. Also, once an overload condition subsides, the congestion dissipates more quickly, allowing normal operation to resume.
SNR AS A PERFORMANCE MEASURE
The design of a system which provides any service e ciently requires a measure of quality that is relevant to the service. A simple packet loss probability m a y be adequate for measuring data transport performance because lost packets must be retransmitted. For voice and video however, not all losses need to be recovered. Further, perceived quality can be dramatically improved if losses are imposed on the less signi cant components. Separate measures of loss rate by priority i s of limited use since one does not know h o w to compare losses of di erent priorities. We therefore propose the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which c o m bines the two loss rates, accounts for the variable signi cance of information, and better re ects perceived quality for these services. Since SNR is a long-run average measure however, it does not convey loss correlations which can a ect subjective quality.
First, we compute the probabilities of receiving the high and low order portions of each v oice sample. Denote p HL as the probability of receiving both the high and low order parts of a sample, p 00 as the probability of total loss, and p H0 and p 0L as the probability of receiving the high and low order parts alone, respectively. Then the high and low priority loss rates, p lh , p ll , which c a n b e measured in the simulation, can be expressed as, p lh = p 00 + p 0L p ll = p 00 + p H0
(1)
To nd expressions for p 00 , p H0 , p 0L , a n d p HL in terms of p lh and p ll , w e assume p 0L = 0 because this represents the case where the high priority p a c ket is lost while the corresponding low priority packet is delivered. (The simulations verify the correctness of this assumption.) For multi-hop networks this can be expected to break down somewhat, but should remain reasonably valid if both priorities follow the same route. From Eq. 1 and setting the total probability to unity, w e nd, 
The signal and noise energy functions are de ned as,
The probability distribution of sample values, p x , i s t a k en to be uniform, which is approximately correct for companded voice samples (counting talkspurts only). The sample value when the low order bits are lost,x, depends on , and the expectation (E) o ver the sum accounts for p lh and p ll .
Details of this computation are given in the appendix. The signal-to-noise ratio in decibels is then,
We t h us e ectively combine the two p a c ket loss probabilities into a single measure of performance which is strongly related to the service (rather than the network) and therefore better re ects user perception of quality. The simulation was run with the parameters shown in Table 1 . A small system of 24 equivalent channels and a large sample size of 12 bits were chosen to bring out the structure of the results while keeping simulation time reasonably low. The source model parameters, and , are chosen to agree with a packet voice model, and therefore depend on the energy threshold level used in the silence suppression mechanism. We found several sets of parameters in the literature with speaker activity factors ranging from 33% to 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Fixed-System
We rst simulate the system with the fraction of high priority tra c, , x e d . The results in Fig. 3 show SNR plotted against . Several curves are given for di erent v alues of G. A t t h e extreme values of = 0 a n d = 1, all tra c is in one priority class, and the queueing discipline is exactly FIFO. When tra c is divided into two priorities, the performance is always better, with the optimum depending on G (and therefore on p l ). We can understand the behavior shown in Fig. 3 as follows: At l o w v alues of , only a small fraction of tra c has high priority, and it is e ectively protected from loss. As increases, more bits are placed in high priority packets, and the SNR improves, despite the increased low priority loss rate. At s o m e p o i n t, enough tra c has shifted to high priority p a c kets that high priority loss becomes signi cant. Performance is very sensitive t o p lh and the SNR drops rapidly with further increase in . As will be shown below, the best performance is reached when there is ow m a t c hing between high priority tra c and available resources, i.e. N C =n(t). We redisplay the same results in Fig. 4 with SNR plotted against G and the number of high priority bits, b, as a parameter. As expected, the performance generally degrades with increasing load. At t h e p o i n t where high priority p a c kets start to be lost, each curve drops much more sharply. F or each v alue of G, the curve with the highest SNR identi es the best value of . T h e unprioritized cases ( b = 0 o r b = 12) appear as the lower envelope of the family of curves, showing that prioritization improves performance for any . F or loads up to G = 3, the di erence in SNR, with and without priority, is about 45 dB.
Simulations are carried out for G ranging from 1 to 5. This corresponds to an average o ered load of = 0.4 to 2.0. We c hoose to look at the high load and overload regions for several reasons.
First, the most \valid" region to study is where G > 1 a n d < 1 i.e. sources are statistically multiplexed but the system is not overloaded on average. The system has interesting behavior here, and it is easier to understand in a larger context. Second, although we examine the random source process given N (or G), there is also the random process of call arrivals. That is, N varies with 8 time, and the system may b e i n o verload for some period with still acceptable performance. In this system with a timeout loss mechanism, no unstable behavior is observed at = 1 ( G = 2.5). Third, even though quality degrades for persistent o verload, this may be considered a feature where the quality of service depends on system load. By analogy to the telephone system, this would mean that rather than getting \all trunks busy" on Mother's Day, a customer would get a line with a bit more noise. This identi es a tradeo to be exploited between concentrating total loss of service on a few customers, and distributing a small degradation over all customers.
System with Dynamic Control
Here we consider a system where is continuously optimized according to the current source state, n(t). A heuristic argument for determining the best coding partition, opt , is that as much tra c as possible should be given high priority, subject to the condition that none of it is lost. This results in a ow matching procedure at each time t, such that the fraction of tra c given high priority, , does not exceed the fraction of tra c which can be supported, N C =n(t). With the constraint that bits not be divided (i.e. b is an integer), this yields,
This heuristic is con rmed by minimizing the noise energy with respect to , a s s h o wn in Fig. 5 . Details of the calculation appear in the appendix. To a rst approximation, the optimization of results in all capacity being used by high priority tra c, or, p lh 0, and p ll 1. Allowed values of are indicated by circles.
The system was simulated with sources using opt determined from feedback from the network. The resulting curve, labeled \variable-" in Fig. 4 lies slightly above t h e e n velope of the xedcurves. The variable-curve does not coincide exactly with the xed-curves because for a given value of G, the instantaneous load is varying with time. The dynamically adaptive system tracks the source, and the high priority tra c can always be very close to the available capacity.
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The variable-curve does not have the characteristic \knee" of the xed-cases because high priority loss is avoided. Performance degrades gracefully with load. opt is calculated from n(t) and fed back to all sources without delay (except packet construction time). This constitutes an optimal source/channel coding which performs better than any of the xed-systems.
We next simulate a system where a constant delay i s a d d e d t o e a c h p a c ket between the source and the queueing point, to represent additional network queueing and propagation delay. T h e s e results are shown in Fig. 6 . The SNR is quite insensitive t o n e t work delay v alues less than 60 msec, which is a substantial fraction of the packet lifetime. 
VARIATIONS
Multiple Priorities
In the variable-case, each source matches the high priority tra c rate to an estimate of its share of the network capacity. T h e l o w p r i o r i t y tra c only gets service when random uctuations cause sources to underestimate available capacity or capacity i s l e f t b e c a u s e opt b is rounded down to an integer value. The low p r i o r i t y tra c that is served carries bits of di erent signi cance, and may itself be partitioned into two prioritized parts. This makes three priority levels. Rather than send the lowest component at a third priority, the source may discard this information immediately. We refer to this mechanism as \source dropping". In Fig. 7 results are given for three cases with source dropping. The best performance results when only one bit per sample is carried in low priority p a c kets. High priority p a c kets are constructed adaptively using opt b bits per sample as before. Another curve shows that if the low p r i o r i t y is limited to 4 bits per sample, the SNR is 2 o r 3 d B l o wer. The variable-curve, where low priority is not limited, is shown for comparison. If no low p r i o r i t y p a c kets are sent at all, the performance, interestingly, is about equal to the variable-case. This case corresponds to a single priority with the source rate being adjusted to to having to support 12 levels of priority for a single service. (Presumably this service with its priorities would be embedded in a larger structure of resource allocation and scheduling 4].) In Jain's nomenclature, this shift is from \source based" to \switch based" congestion control 46]. The 12-priority curve appears 4 to 6 dB better than the best source dropping case, which in turn is about 4 dB better than two priorities with variable-. The unprioritized case is shown for comparison. Overall, Fig. 7 s h o ws that the gains of simple prioritization are signi cant, with smaller additional gains as the system is made more sophisticated.
Timeout vs. Bu er Over ow Loss Mode
The timeout loss mechanism is more natural for a real-time service and should o er some performance advantage over simple bu er over ow. In Fig. 8 results are given for a pure bu er loss mode where the bu er size corresponds to the time constraint of 100 msec. (For our parameters, Q max = R b N C t L =L = 600 packets.) Note that the variable-cases match closely, indicating that bu er availability is largely irrelevant. High priority tra c is served without much queueing delay, and low priority tra c is almost all dropped by either mechanism. With xed-, the two schemes are closest at the critical point where loss moves from low to high priority, again because queueing is not signi cant here. At other points, the timeout mechanism provides signi cantly better performance than bu er over ow. In this section we measure the e ectiveness of prioritization using actual samples of voice and video with more realistic coding. We replace the PCM embedded code with the discrete cosine transform (DCT). Here, each b l o c k of 8 samples for voice, or 8 8 picture elements for video, are transformed into a set of coe cients which are ordered according to frequency (in one or two dimensions). These signals have correlation properties that result in higher variance for the lower frequency coe cients. This means that entropy coding techniques are e ective in reducing the amount of information necessary to transmit the higher order coe cients. Also, these contribute less to the signal in a mean squared error sense. Thus the DCT is appropriate for joint source/channel coding.
We construct our experiment f o r v oice as follows: Forty s p e e c h samples comprising four di erent sentences spoken by both male and female speakers, are coded using an 8 sample DCT. The variances of each coe cient are shown in Table 2 to decrease monotonically, indicating that more energy is contained in the lower frequencies. The 8 coe cients are then each quantized to 8 bits and assigned either low or high priority according to a threshold. After measuring the distribution of values, a Hu man code table is generated for each coe cient separately. This assigns a variable length codeword to each of the 256 values, which minimizes the entropy, o r a verage number of bits necessary to transmit the coe cient. For each v alue of k in Table 2 , the entropy represents a proportion of the tra c which is attributed to that coe cient, so the corresponding is the entropy of the bits from 1 to k normalized to the total entropy.
Given , and p l , w e use the approximation of Eq. 12 (see Appendix) to nd p lh and p ll . High and low priority coe cients are discarded randomly and replaced with their mean values according to these loss rates, and the SNR is calculated from Eqs. 3 -5, where the sum is over the actual sample distribution rather than over a uniform distribution. For each case, four random patterns of loss were averaged together. Fig. 9 shows the results which bear a strong similarity to those of Fig. 3 . The performance is given for various values of overall loss probability, p l (which can be related to G). For packet video, we construct a similar but more complex experiment on ten random frames taken from a movie. Each monochrome frame consists of 480 512 pixels with 8 bits of gray-scale resolution. Each frame is divided into blocks of 8 8 pixels, and each block is encoded using the DCT. The coe cients are ordered according to their distance from the origin and quantized. With the large number of zero-valued coe cients, the video bandwidth is reduced by run-length encoding.
The rst k coe cients are given high priority, and the rest low priority. Within each priority, Hu man codewords are assigned to non-zero coe cient v alues, and to runs of consecutive zerovalued coe cients. The high priority stream then typically consists of some non-zero coe cients, and a codeword indicating the number of remaining zeros. The low priority stream usually has only zero-run codewords. When there is activity in high frequencies, then non-zero DCT coe cients will appear in the low priority. E a c h stream is segmented into packets of L bytes. 
Loss Prob. 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% Figure 10 : DCT video performance vs. for several va l u e s o f l o s s probability ( 8 8 DCT coding).
The code is rst run without loss to determine the value of which corresponds to each partition of coe cients, k . Then losses are imposed at the rates given by E q . 1 2 . E a c h l o w priority packet is discarded with probability p ll . In order to maintain correlation of losses, when low priority l o s s occurs, the high priority p a c ket being processed concurrently is dropped with probability p lh =p ll .
(This is the conditional probability of high priority l o s s g i v en low priority loss.) The noise energy J n , i s a veraged over the ten images, and the SNR is calculated. By using the approximation of Eq. 12 we ignore the stochastic behavior of the video source, which m a y a ect performance signi cantly. These results are intended to show the e ect of prioritization rather than absolute performance.
Results for the video experiment are shown in Fig. 10 . The SNR does not vary as much as in previous cases, but the peak performance clearly occurs at a value of which decreases with increasing load. The compression of this curve is due partly to the extreme concentration of information in the lowest coe cients as shown in Fig. 11 . Of the 64 coe cients, the rst accounts for 19% of all tra c, the second, 7%, etc.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has demonstrated the e ectiveness of prioritized transport of real-time services in packet oriented networks. The use of joint source/channel coding to partition the signal into two priorities increases performance signi cantly, especially if the fraction of tra c placed in high priority, , can be adjusted to match tra c conditions. Further complexity in the priority s c heme yields some additional gain.
We h a ve assumed a timeout driven loss mechanism, which is currently di cult to build for high speed networks, because it requires sequential checking or sorting of packet lifetime elds. As VLSI technology improves, it will become feasible to use parallel hardware to actively discard packets which h a ve timed out in queue. (For instance, the technology of content addressable memories .) The main value of priorities is substantiated for a currently realizable bu er over ow loss mode, with somewhat inferior behavior. We h a ve attempted to include concepts and approaches from both signal processing and network protocol points of view. This work may be relevant to current standardization e orts of both ATM network design and variable-rate packet video. Although initial ATM service o erings will probably use simple peak-allocation, the possibility of signi cantly increasing capacity b y modifying the switch queueing disciplines should not be ruled out. For voice tra c, the required bandwidth is small, so the use of compression or variable-rate coding may not be interesting. For video, however, the bandwidth requirement is signi cant. Early studies indicate a peak-to-average ratio (which i s the potential cost reduction factor) in the range 1.5 to 4.5 48, 4 9 , 5 0 , 51]. This gure may increase as variable-rate video coding is re ned.
Although our simulation has been parameterized for voice, it can be take n a s a v ery simple model for video. A realistic model for video will be much more complex and di cult to develop than that for voice. We l o o k f o r w ard to future work which applies the concepts developed here of joint source/channel coding (network/source joint optimization, layering, prioritization, etc.), to more sophisticated and realistic video experiments. The SNR performance measure developed here is an improvement o ver using packet loss rates for evaluating real-time services. However, it is an objective measure, and should be checked against subjective measures such as mean opinion score (MOS).
Data services have m uch higher burstiness than either voice or video 52], and a similar design approach might prove fruitful. Some data services are more sensitive to delay than others, and the tra c stream may be divided into substreams to be prioritized. Although loss is not acceptable, the parts identi ed as low p r i o r i t y w ould be those more tolerant of considerable delays, allowing the total stream to be compressed into a smaller bandwidth than would be required otherwise for good performance. This idea merits further investigation as LAN interconnection is expected to be a signi cant tra c component f o r B I S D N 5 3 ] .
where m(r) is the number of sample bits in the rth priority, a n d p lr is the corresponding loss probability.
A.2 Calculation of Optimal
Considering the priority queue of Fig. 2 we construct an idealized relation between the loss probabilities for high and low p r i o r i t y p a c kets, p lh p ll , and the overall probability of loss, p l . Since the stochastic variations of the source are signi cantly smoothed by the bu er, we expect that for low loss rates, all loss is imposed on low p r i o r i t y p a c kets. (This is less true for very small systems, N < 24.) High priority packets are then only lost after the low priority tra c is completely discarded. This deterministic approximation gives the relations: These are plotted in Fig. 12 for several values of b along with simulation results. The system follows Eq. 12, diverging only at the \interesting" region where the loss rate matches the low priority tra c volume (p l 1 ; ). We n e x t u s e E q . 12 as an approximation to the system behavior to estimate the optimal value of alpha. It is also used in section 6 to relate performance to p l and for DCT-coded voice and video samples. (13) For any loss probability, J n decreases with over the range, 1 ; b ;1 , and increases for 1 ; p l . Fig. 5 shows this function, with the allowed values of indicated by circles. In the remaining range, 1 ; b ;1 < < 1 ; p l , which only exists for small values of p l , the slope of J n changes from negative to positive (e.g. see the 1% curve in Fig. 5 ). Since no allowed values of can exist in this region, the minimum J n occurs at the allowed value of given by Eq. 6.
